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 First, this session requires a clarification of our respective handling of our Emotional Mentality 
that we can accomplish with far less expenditure of time, effort and energy.  Those of you who are Master 
Metaphysicians need to make these changes within yourself as much as our newest neophyte – and that 
includes me. 
 It is common practice for all of us, since birth, to expend without reservation any and all energies 
to any and all recipients when we speak a "Merry Christmas," "Happy New Year," "Happy Birthday" and 
the like emotionalisms; to all and everybody.  Such expressions are sent in all directions and intended to 
and toward everybody in sight, and without objection or recall should a somebody be ten miles away!  It's 
the way we're raised, and we've all made a habit of it to some degree or the other. 
 And that can be a major problem. 
 Problem?  YES!  When we get angry, regardless of the situation or directed individual, we expend 
the energies in the same manner as we do blessings:  MARKED TO ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING 
REGARDLESS OF LOCATION AND WITHOUT THE SLIGHTEST THOUGHT OF DIRECTION 
OR DISTANCE. 
 And THAT is the problem.  Each of us blasts such energies in ALL DIRECTIONS rather than 
targeting the object of those intentions.  We're almost like the Sun, equal energies in all directions, bad, 
good or indifferent.  Thus we generally do NOT achieve much for our efforts; or at least as much as we 
should for the amount of energies expended.  It's about like firing ammunition in every-which direction 
regardless of the intended target; and with the same amount of waste. 
 So, there is a personal self-improvement process to STOP wasting the vast majority of our 
energies and life-forces.  And it's so simple to describe, and so damnably insistent against change.  We 
need to BUBBLE OURSELVES to prevent our energies and life-forces from going anywhere until we 
clearly and deliberately define and locate the intended TARGET!  Then we can do with one shot what 
blowing ourselves all over the landscape won't accomplish, even if we sometimes do hit the target. 
 When you accomplish this, and it will take time to break a lifetime of habit, you will KNOW 
you're making headway because those around you will NOT be able to detect, determine nor discern your 
present state of emotion!  When you have total control over your emotions, regardless of their nature, 
nobody will be able to take advantage of you when you're in an emotional state, regardless of the cause or 
reason for it.  You will be mentally stronger and more stable regardless of the situation you are in, and 
will remain IN CHARGE of any and all circumstances that concern you and yours. 
 Simple as that.  BUBBLE YOURSELF and hold all energies and life-forces until you determine 
the exact target and release/apply those energies and life-forces to THAT TARGET ONLY instead of 
blowing all hell to the far winds by force of habit.  In doing that, you will NEVER contaminate anybody 
else's energies, life-forces or considerations UNLESS you have to; whether in self-defense or when there 
is a TEAM EFFORT in progress. 
 
 ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 
 
 Next, we are in a very volatile state as a Nation.  We can lecture for the next thousand years about 
the Marxists, Communists, Fascists, Socialists, Progressives, lying Journalists, priests, preachers and 
other liars; and not get a damned thing done about any of it.  Praying to a nonexistent 'Jesus' doesn't work 
or we wouldn't be in this mess to begin with!  We, the Akurians, are the only hope of using any powers, 
energies and forces above and beyond the norm, to prevent the deliberate destruction of the United States, 
our Constitution and freedom-to-even-think for the whole world. 
 
 I have personally discerned the available energies involved and recommend everybody in this 
session do the same thing for themselves.  What we propose to do is to take advantage of some of the 



current efforts against all these damnables wherever the hammer can hit.  Each of the entities I will put 
you in contact with have their own processes and procedure.  Each are equally critical.  Each are one edge 
of the Great Akurian Sword even though none of them are Akurians except in sympathy with our political 
opinion and standing. 
 When communicating with these individuals and/or their personnel:  DO NOT involve any other 
agenda or information!  If you're in communication with the OBAMA STATE BALLOT 
CHALLENGE agenda, support it, get the accurate information, the whole nine yards:  But DO NOT 
mention anything about other attacks on those who are seeking to destroy our Nation!  When you're 
communicating about OBAMA STATE BALLOT CHALLENGE – email, telephone or other – keep 
the subject limited to OBAMA STATE BALLOT CHALLENGE! 
 First, because it's an absolutely critical element of our attack against the Marxists, Communists, 
Fascists, Socialists, Progressives, lying Journalists, priests, preachers and other liars; and we CANNOT 
succeed without it.  The same rules apply when communicating with any of the other organized attacks 
and the organizers and supporters. 
 Do not even suggest changes or additions as to the target, Obama!   If you do, you're going to re-
elect or elect another illegal – Constitutionally unqualified – of which both Obama and Romney are 
Constitutionally unqualified!  If you can contribute facts, statutes, laws, procedures, time-frames, et 
cetera, then by all means do so!  Gather the information so you can present it – including URLs – rather 
than having your colleagues search for it all over again.  In short, use your expertise and common sense. 
 
 The Akurian Battle Plan is to not only present OBAMA STATE BALLOT CHALLENGE in 
every State we can manage, we're going to present ROMNEY STATE BALLOT CHALLENGE and 
every other socialist-leaning Bastard in every State, County/Parish/Borough, City, Township, et cetera, 
right down to the dog catchers where they're still elected. 
 And THAT is only one edge of the Akurian Sword. 
 
 Permit me to read a bit of information against the main organization with respect to: 
 OBAMA STATE BALLOT CHALLENGE: 
 This data is free on line, and the Senior for contact is one Jerry Collette, his email and 
contact information is included in this page … to be emailed to all of you following this 
Instructional.  I've talked with Jerry Collette, and he's as solid as any citizen can be. 
 Information with respect to the recommended process of filing a complaint: 
  
 Consider consulting an election law attorney or a voter rights non-profit in your state.  This is not 
necessary to file election complaints but could be helpful in successfully removing Obama from the ballot 
in your state. 
 Find your state’s election laws online or in the library.  OBAMA STATE BALLOT 
CHALLENGE (OSBC) may have some starting information for your search.  Just look for your state at 
the top of the page.  Search for key words like ballot, contest, challenge, and eligibility.  As a courtesy 
please send research to OSBC. 
 Establish the time frame of when your complaint needs to be filed.  If you miss this time frame, 
you miss your ability to take advantage of the instant standing you receive in many states to have your 
complaint heard on the merits. 
 Contact the appropriate election official to verify your findings. 
 Contact OSBC if you need assistance along the way and/or after filing your complaint so we can 
keep track of as many challenges as possible.  (We can redact personal information when posting details 
of the challenge.  We encourage contacting us during your compilation of your complaint so that we 
might connect you with others filing in your state.) 
 Because Obama has admitted that he was born British, the ballot challenge can be submitted on 
this fact alone by citing that he is not qualified under the Constitution according to Minor v. Happersett.   



 Leo Donofrio’s Amicus brfief is one of the very best. Consider using it:  
http://naturalborncitizen.files.wordpress.com/2012/01/georgia-brief-merged-final-redacted.pdf 
  
 Elements to include in a complaint: 
  
 1. Identification of Plaintiff(s)–State name, address, phone, email, that you are a voter and if you are 
an official, or  candidate, or have some other attribute which might enhance your standing to complain. 
Defendants and respondents, with  titles and contact info. You may not only be complaining about 
Obama, but officials and others who are helping to perpetrate or enable the fraud of the century. 
2. Summary of complaint and remedy (what you want done). 
3. Specifics of the complaint, including offenses, offenders, when this happened, specific statutes 
(laws) and sections violated, penalties. 
4 Remedy (what you want done about it). e.g.: remove Obama from the ballot, stop all fund raising, 
injunction for election,  counting votes), void results, stop Electoral College, block inauguration, remove 
from office, fine, imprison, deport, draw  and quarter— whatever. 
  
DIY Ballot Challenge Kit: 
 
 This was provided by Florida Ballot Challenge Team member and paralegal Jerry Collette. 
Unvetted by us, it contains many useful ideas and a structure for filing a ballot challenge. Jerry was 
inspired by Larry Klayman, Esq’s. pledge to find one honest judge in the country to do the right thing. 
 Our hope is that hundreds of people will file ballot challenges and that crack attorneys will focus 
on the ones with best potential. 
 Check out DIY kit HERE  Site: http://DoItYourselfBallotChallenge.org 
 
 ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 
 
 The Akurian Hammer: 
 Everything we do to keep Obastard off the Ballots, we're going to do to keep Romney off the 
Ballots.  We're going to win some and we're going to lose some in both instances. 
 
 But, the Akurians aren't through yet. 
 VOTER FRAUD is rampant and we're going to attack it with every bit of the ferver we are going 
to use against Obastard and Rumnuts.  That's right!  We're going to attempt to prevent BOTH the Bastards 
from being on ANY ballot and hammer the hell out of all voter fraud in the process. 
 We only need to succeed in a few States and some important Counties/Parishes/Buroughs.  We 
can throw this entire election into a cocked hat and re-establish the local voter's authority in the process. 
 And THAT is one hell of a Battle Plan. 
 
 THIS is what we're going to get out into as many private citizen's and media hands as possible: 
 

 Spanish Company Will “Count” American Votes Overseas In November 
http://www.westernjournalism.com/spanish-company-will-count-american-votes-overseas-in-november/ 

 
HOW TO STOP THE VOTER FRAUD! 

 
       The County/Parrish/Burough Sheriff is the Supreme Law Enforcement and Executive Officer in their 
jurisdiction.  They have full authority over State and Federal officials, statutes and procedures.  They can 
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even arrest sitting Judges and any and all other governmental officials and employees.  However, they are 
politically-connected or they wouldn't be in office! 
 
       Here's the infallible process to determine WHICH Sheriffs are anti-American socialists, whether they 
be Marxists, Communists, Fascists, Socialists, Progressives, or just plain corrupt like all other liars. 
 
1.     KEEP YOUR MOUTH SHUT AS TO YOUR INTENTIONS! 
 
2.     Refer to Rule Number 1.  Prepare to keep records, notes, recordings, video, et cetera:  and do it 
WITHOUT buying an ad! 
 
3.     Refer to Rule Number 1.  Contact the County/Parrish/Burough Office Party Headquarters of your 
party of registry to vote.  Volunteer to work the polls:  either as an Election Clerk (paid), Judge (paid), 
Presiding Judge (paid) or as a Poll Watcher or Poll Challenger (sometimes paid, sometimes not).  Take 
any and all training offered, if any.  Keep records, notes, recordings, video … 
 
4.     Refer to Rule Number 1.  Contact the County/Parrish/Burough Clerk's Office, the Department of 
Elections regardless of its local name or title, and again, even if you're an Independent (of any 
description), Volunteer to work the Polls, vote receiving, counting or canvassing in whatever capacity – 
just get on their LIST of available Poll and Vote processing Workers – and take whatever training offered, 
if any.  Keep records, notes, recordings, video … 
 
5.     Refer to Rule Number 1.  Whether or not you're successful at being an Election Official, Watcher, 
Challenger or Canvassing Board, contact the County Sheriff's Office and REQUEST to be Deputized 
(generally unpaid) for the election at the Precinct you're registered to vote in, as eyes and ears – if asked 
"why?" – clearly state, "Specifically but not limited to any and all Voter Fraud!"  Keep records, notes, 
recordings, video … 
 
       Any Sheriff who DOESN'T check you out – that's why the preparation in Rules 3 & 4 – and Deputize 
you (it will re-elect that Sheriff should there be any improprieties they'll get credit for stopping and 
arresting the perpetrators) you'll know for a fact that Sheriff is either a Marxist, Communist, Fascist, 
Socialist, Progressive, or just plain corrupt like all other liars; and also needs to be removed from Office. 
       ANY excuse, especially not having 'probable cause' – or runaround about becoming a regular deputy 
– is down-their-nose God-Playing-On-Government-Payroll (G-POG-P) and nothing more.  You will 
have your answer.  Clean out the Sheriff's Office at the next Election Opportunity and cleaning out the 
rest of the County/Parrish/Burough will be a whole lot easier. 
       Enlist anybody and everybody – who has the intelligence and courage (no wimp jellyfish) – to do the 
same thing; every election without exception.  Any Sheriff that doesn't comply is to be removed.  This 
process, and this process alone will disrupt the political machine's voter fraud and begin the long path to 
Restoration of the Constitution … hopefully without the bloodshed that will otherwise be necessary. 
 
       When you, as a Deputized Sheriff, find or suspect ANY voter fraud which includes illegals, 
questionable ballots or any and all other such improprieties, you will be required to REPORT THE 
DISCREPANCY IMMEDIATELY!  An honest Sheriff's Department will immediately arrive on the scene 
and take appropriate action.  The Officers will probably direct you to get out of the way so THEY can 
handle the situation should things get noisy.  DO THAT!  Do whatever the Officers direct, and do it 
immediately.  Keep records, notes, recordings, video … 
 
       There are current and former officers who will view this article, and their corrections and advice is 
both appreciated and necessary.  I am at their service …. 



 
 Then forward their communications to me. 
 
 We're going to need some mass email support, each of you emailing no more than your allowable 
maximum – of the mailing lists we will provide – in addition to your own.  Watch your emails for updates 
and information from us, and get yourself as informed as time will permit with the contacts and materials 
we will forward to you. 
 
 ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 
 
The Chief. 
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